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JESUITISM IN NEW MEXICO.

An Answer to Father Finotti by Hon. W. G. Ritch.

[From The Denver Daily Tribune.]

Santa Fe, N. M., October 30, 1878.

In The Tribune of the eighth instant appeared a letter headed, “An Outrage Upon the Catholics,” and
signed by Joseph M. Finotti, an Italian Jesuit. Said letter pretends to be in answer to a communication
from one of your correspondents which appeared in The Tribune under the caption of “Along the
Pecos,” and dated at Santa Fe, August 23. We have just unearthed this letter and here goes for a
word. Had Finotti been content to have confined himself to the scope of his pretence for appearing
in print, whatever he might have said would have been no concern of the writer hereof. His heart
swell for scandalum magnatum, however, very naturally overcame his Jesuit reverence, and, while
rending his garments with indignation over a subject (leachery of the old priesthood), which we
predict the provincial of his order in New Mexico will, if he has not already, say to him, “the least
said the better,” has been impetuously driven into a topic entirely foreign to his pretence. The
appearance in The Tribune of the effusion, all things considered, is a conundrum of no mean order.

The “Along the Pecos” letter makes no allusion whatever to Governor Axtell or to the writer or to
any act of theirs public or otherwise, but notwithstanding this fact Governor Axtell and The Tribune
correspondents are made the chief burthen of Father Finotti's grievance. We desire as a matter
of fair play to enter our say in reply, not after the manner of Mr. Finotti, upon mere assertion,
but backed by history past and present. The mortal offendings of Governor Axtell, as primarily
complained of by the Jesuits, and as published at the time in detail by The Tribune, were, first, his
criticism, not as charged in a former letter by Finotti, of the cold blooded murder of Moore and
Mullen, in a community claiming to have been under Christian teaching, so called, for two hundred
years, and recently under the evangelical work of Jesuit Gasparri; but in his criticism of the manner
in which the naked and bruised bodies of these unfortunate and unoffending young men were by
the ancient Christian community of Rio Arriba, thus, naked and heartlessly, cast into the bed of the
Arroyo, near the Rio Grande, slightly covered with sand and thus left an easy prey to the wolves
or the first mountain torrent. The Governor did not admire the system, or rather the teachers—of
whom Gasparri and his set are the last edition—which begat either people or local authorities so
indifferent to the promptings of common humanity, and when he was called upon to make some
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remarks at the reinterment of the bodies at Santa Fe, he proved his courage clearly equal to his
convictions in appropriate language, and thereupon the Jesuits affected, both surprise d and indigna
nt tion , that a person holding a public office should dare to thus speak in New Mexico.

TRUE INWARDNESS.

The Revista Catholica, a Spanish Jesuit newspaper, criticising his remarks, felt called upon to
congratulate, or more properly insinuate an abominable falsehood upon the people, thus exposing
the Jesuit hoof, by telling them how brilliantly they had restrained their impetuosity for menacing
people who told truths unpleasant to Jesuit ears; or to quote the exact words as translated: “The
most brilliant proof that the Mexicans are not as wicked and merciless as your Excellency the
Governor wished to represent them, is that the chief officer of the Territory may publicly insult its
honor and religion and yet continue to live in peace.” The remarks of the Governor criticized, were
published in The Tribune of December 22, 1877. He told the truth and told it cautiously courteously ,
and no attempt has been made to meet them except after the manner of the cuttle fish, seeking
escape in waters of their own blackening.

Another item of mortal offence was the splendid success with which, under the lead and direction
of the Governor, the Jesuit supreme control and management of the last Legislative Assembly in
schemes for self aggrandizement at the expense of the people, were completely neutralized and
made harmless for evil.

Governor Axtell has recently been relieved officially under appointment by the President, of
Governor Wallace. It is not the purpose of this letter to account for the change, much less to make
any issue with his successor, whom we believe to be a gentleman of character and ability. Referring
to this change, however, Father Finotti, following a muddle including the endorsement of Governor
Axtell by the Presbytery of Santa Fe, says: “This is no political victory. (The italics are his.) It is only
a merciful token of an all-wise and faithful providence.” When it is considered that not only the
Presbytery of Santa Fe, but that very many, indeed, all, so far as we have been able to learn, of
the Protestant denominations of the land, as represented by their respective newspapers, have
fully indorsed the action of ex-Governor Axtell, about which the Jesuits complain with distressing
reverence, and when it is remembered that the Jesuits, if not the church which they would have
us believe they control, assert a monopoly—a corner on the disposition of this “all-wise and
fatherly Providence,” by parity of reasoning we must conclude they wish and intend it shall be
understood that THEIR METHODS WERE THE MOVING CAUSE which brought about the appointment
of a successor to Governor Axtell. Intelligent and thoughtful people will not of course credit this
presumption. It is well, however, for the patriotic citizen to learn and remember the claim thus and
by whom promulgated. Rumors to this effect, however, were afloat in the Territory some weeks
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prior to the action of the President, and it is quite true that the Jesuits were hysteric with joy over
the change; while on the other hand the best and most progressive people and newspapers of the
Territory, without distinction, including ex-Chief Justice Waldo, a leading Democrat, and on the other
hand, the Hon. Trinidad Romero, the delegate to Congress, a Mexican, a Catholic and a Republican,
have uniformly commended and indorsed the administration of Governor Axtell in the matter
complained of, and not a few have voluntarily accorded him the eminent distinction of being at once
the most independent, intelligent and progressive officer among the many called to the executive
chair.

As the Secretary of the Territory, the writer was pleasantly and intimately associated with him during
his administration in New Mexico, including two Legislative Assemblies, and hence assumes to speak
informedly when he says Governor Axtell was an able, earnest, independent and effective officer
and friend of the Territory.

His fight, so to speak, was not necessarily against Jesuits, or against any particular denomination or
order; but against church, monastic or denominational control of legislation in the interest of special
privileges. Jesuits, in the case in hand, were the aggressive ones, and accordingly they felt the force
of his opposition.

Governor Axtell was a firm believer in the supremacy of the civil law over church; hence he favored
laws providing for sanitary regulation to the extent of anticipating abuses in burials in churches
—in the rattling bones over the stones, or reducing mortal man to a pestilential nosegay during
devotional services. He also favored the law prohibiting incestuous marriages, the Sunday law, as
providing for a day of rest, and non-sectarian public schools.

To one paragraph in this gentleman's letter, we are disposed to address ourselves.

A SPECIMEN.

It reads thus: “Some time ago the hireling of a titled fool advanced serious outrageous charges
against the Jesuits of New Mexico. I knew, knew perfectly that they were false, I challenged the writer
to give proofs. Yea, he will give them on the great Kalends, and so it is in the present case. Thus I
shall not even waste so much ink as to tell him that he utters an abominable falsehood.”

While not for a moment taking to ourselves this Jesuit rhetoric, beyond the fact that we were one
among the correspondents of The Tribune, who ventilated some facts respecting Jesuit interference
with legislation last winter; and more especially as the person who promptly, fully and at length
answered the “challenge,” so called, but whose answer was refused publication because, as stated
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by The Tribune editor, of its great length. Now, after the appearance of a second column of Jesuit
casuistry, we again appear with an answer shorter and less specific, and respectfully demand to
be heard. We would also state that we have not nor do we seek an attack on the Roman Catholic
religion, although Jesuits thus bellow loud and long whenever their methods or manners are
brought to light. Jesuits claim, in effect, that New Mexico is theirs by right of Roman authority,
and that every other religion seeking admission, or American citizen advocating free schools and
progress, is an impertinence which they resent, and that they will, upon their Jesuit oaths, to the
extent of opportunity, courage and ability, crush and trample out. We did not come to New Mexico
to compromise our manhood as an American citizen, and do not choose to wait until Jesuitism,
or any other ism or church, has arrived at the zenith of power for crushing out, before entering
our protest. We say to loyal, liberty-loving Roman Catholics, be not deceived by Jesuit bellowing
and hypocrisy. One well versed in the history of Jesuitism has well said: “Jesuitism is not Roman
Catholocism. Doubtless it seeks to control it, and in too many instances has succeeded.” Jesuitism
in New Mexico, and its Colorado apologist, is the business in hand. In order that the reader may the
better appreciate the terrible character of the work in hand, we here give the accepted definition of
Jesuits and Jesuitism in general as laid down by the wisest, purest and best men of Roman Catholic
countries in Europe where Jesuitism per se is best known. The standard dictionaries of Catholic Spain
thus characterizes them:

DOMINGUEZ'S DICTIONARY.

Jesuit —A hypocritical, crafty, treacherous fellow, who under pleasing manners hides malignant
intentions and mischievous purposes.

Jesuitically —With Jesuitism or dissimulation; in a Jesuitical, dissembling manner.

Jesuitical —Dissembling, crafty, false.

Jesuitism —Refined hypocrisy, dissimulation, falsehood hidden under appearance of good faith.

To Jesuitize —To adopt the hypocritically mild manner affected by the Jesuits.

DICTIONARY OF THE ACADEMY.

Jesuit —One who has the artifice and sagacity to prosper in his affairs without noise or ostentation. A
hypocrite.

SALVA'S DICTIONARY.
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Jesuit —One who has a particular way of managing things in the manner most conducive to his own
interests.

Jesuitically —According to the manner of the Jesuits, artfully or with dissimulation.

Jesuitism —The doctrine of the Jesuits; artful and crafty conduct.

DICTIONARY OF THE CASTILIAN LANGUAGE BY A LITERARY SOCIETY.

Jesuit —This word is in common language abusive, and synonymous with hypocrite, intrigues, a
crafty fellow, etc.

Jesuitically —In a jesuitical manner; that is dissembling, etc.

To deffinitions we could add indefinitely almost, and of the same purport, from standard dictionaries
of Catholic France, Italy, Portugal, Germany and other countries. It is well also to add in addition to
another fact that for treason to the government under which the “Society of Jesus” has been allowed
to exist, and its members to reside they have been first and last banished—

EXPELLED FROM EVEY CIVILIZED NATION upon the face of the globe, from Mexico in the occident,
eastwardly to the Japanese Empire in the orient, except alone from our own United States of
America, which so far, has maintained liberty in spite of them. They have been thus suppressed even
by one of the Popes. A Spanish writer charges the assassination of this Pope upon the Jesuits. The
impeachment of the Jesuits in history warrants a belief that nothing is too disreputable or criminal
when it stands in the way of their purposes.

Ordinarily this letter might close with this paragraph, were not something due to the illustration of
local facts and circumstances.

Dona ld to Gasparri and his Jesuit brethren for conspiracy and treason to Italy, were outlawed by that
Catholic prince, King Victor Emanuel; and then arose free Italy. These conspirators, these outlaws,
these refugees from home and country found a home and protection under the United States flag.
These Jesuits in keeping with their character both genenal and specific are now and have been
ever since they came to New Mexico, engaged in asserting the supremacy of a church over the very
government which gave them asylum. Shortly after their arrival Gasparri assembled a mob near
where the court was in session at Mora, having a divorce case on trial, harangued the people, and
sought to incite violence in opposition to the proceedings of the court, because, as he asserted, it
was interfering with the rights of the church. The action of this same Jesuit in connection with the
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Legislature in New Mexico is already familiar to the reader. This treasonable action, this interference
of a church in the affairs of government, is what The Tribune correspondent and the secular press of
the Territory generally have sought to ventilate. It was the simple right of a free press in a free land,
and was universally approved by the loyal and law-abiding people of the Territory without exception.
Jesuits and the Jesuitical may menace and even assassinate, but they cannot wipe out the record of
the world's judgment, and of their own record in New Mexico.

(The following is taken from the writer's rejected answer of last March):

We shall now quote, accompanied by some explanations and comments, a few extracts, mainly
translated from the standard JESUIT LITERATURE OF NEW MEXICO, to-wit: the Revista Catholica
(Spanish), whereby the reader may be enabled to judge what constitutes a good and patriotic
American citizen among Jesuits, as understood by the reverend Italian from Central. And the Revista
Catholica is among those newspapers which the reverend father in God, as stated in what he terms
his “challenge,” has read attentively. It is very possible that this literature was not intended for a
general market outside of New Mexico, but the reader must not forget that it is the literature upon
which this reverend father based his judgment of the merits in good citizenship possessed by the
Jesuits of New Mexico.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF SAN MIGUEL INFAMOUS.

Article one of the regulations adopted by the School Commissioners of San Miguel county (three
out of four of the Commissioners were Roman Catholics), for the government of the schools of that
county, reads (quoting from the said Jesuit print, June 17, 1876): “Our schools shall not be sectarian,
but essentially American; and it shall be the duty of the teachers to instil into the minds of each one
of their pupils a just appreciation of the dignity, rights and duties of the citizens of the United States,”
Prefacing this quotation was the editorial remark: “We quote to the eternal infamy of this plan of
teaching.”

We may add that we have the word of respectable gentlemen that the public schools of San Miguel.
the centre of Jesuit operations, have since been entirely broken up and the school fund squandered
and that the cause at the bottom is too much Jesuitism. The same is true of other counties, while,
in still others, the school fund is misappropriated to the support of the Jesuit and other parochial
schools of the Roman church. Santa Fe county is thus mulet to the tune of $1,700.

THE COUNTY GOING TO THE DEMNITION BOW WOWS.
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The same Jesuit print, referring to the American school system: “The system is the most absurd,
most ridiculous and irrational that can be imagined.” * * * “What are the results of such an
education? The United States of late years have more or less promoted this system of schools,
without God and without religion, and now they reap the fruit of their system in these men without
God and without religion, who have ruined the nation and are dragg ing ed it down into the abyss of
corruption,” * * * “into an abyss of embarrassments, disorders and ignominies.

And notwithstanding all this we may be excused for calling attention to the fact that since that date
there was found stability and good sense enough in this same government to settle a doubtful
presidential issue without revolution or bloodshed; while across our southern border a liberal
President, lawfully elected, where priestly politics prevails and has prevailed for three centuries, was
overthrown and driven from the country.

IMPARTIALITY AS TO POLITICAL PARTIES.

The Jesuit organ continues: “It is often affirmed this or that party is the cause of these things. It
appears to us that it is not any part as such, but rather the system, the principles which both parties
have adopted. * * *

These schools without religion; these ethics of pure appearances without a solid foundation; these
generations which believe in incredulity; these magistrates from the President down to the lowest
judge who swear by that in which they do not believe; these laws which attack instead of supporting
religion; these and other causes are the true causes which corrodes and consumes the societies,
much more the United States.” Thus spake the Jesuit editor of the Jesuit organ for the promotion
of treason to the State. With such a frank and sweeping non-partisan political statement of the
terrible depths of moral and political turpitude to which the “societies” and government of our much
boasted and beloved country has become reduced in the estimation of this Holy Father in God, there
will be wonder among the unimformed that in his fervent catholic (?) spirit he did not suggest some
remedy for this “corroding and consuming cancer.” Some plan or model upon which this ignominy
stricken republic might hang a hope for modification or mitigation, and thereby at least have placed
themselves in the road to salvation from the demnition bow-wows.

After this, one might fairly expect that this reverend apostle of our Lord and Savior, would have
suggested some one of the many governments whose “solid foundations were laid under or have
been brought under approved influences.” Say some of the Spanish American Republics, some
one of the governments of Latin Europe. Alas! no; these men of God do not even recommend their
native Naples, or New Mexico simple uncontaminated and pure and virtuous as it existed before
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the American occupation. Not even Rio Arriba county, modernized and improved according to the
standard of Neopolitan Jesuits, is mentioned as an illustration of the benign influence of Jesuit
methods in State craft.

LEGISLATURE “MEDDLING IN SACRED AFFAIRS.”

Following the passage of the acts of two years ago prohibiting the marriage of grand parents and
grand children, and other incestuous marriages, being nearly the same as one of the canons of
the Roman church, and the burial of the dead in churches, etc., the same Jesuit newspaper said,
“They [the Legislature] intermeddled in sacred affairs, in things properly pertaining to religion and
the church. * * * As ministers of religion they have the right; and duty binds them to protect their
interest. The Legislature invades everything, even that which appertains to religion.”

About two years since a Protestant clergyman of this city wrote a letter which appeared in the New
York Evening Post at the time, letting in a considerable calcium light upon the methods and exactions
of the Jesuitical and foreign priesthood in New Mexico. Among other items the habit among the
clergy of dispensing, for a money consideration, the right to conduct incestuous marriages and
the burial of the dead hard by the altar, and by way of illustration referred to the circumstances,
of common repute in this city, where the widow was obliged to sell her last burro to procure the
burial fees necessary to induce the priest to administer the last sad rites and comforts of religion.
In what the reverend gentleman called his answer to this letter, he thus first unburthens his TRUE
GASPARIAN SANGUINARINESS.

We quote: “But, before beginning, I wish to notify New Mexicans, it is not my intention in this answer
to revenge the shameless and many insults thrown in the faces of their fellow countrymen by
Minister Smith. I will leave that part to the care of any of them who wish to comply with that sacred
duty.”

A WAIL AT THE LOSS OF “STOLE FEES.”

After this bidding for assassination, this man of love and charity proceeds to business, using freely
such lamb-like expressions, “the bully, the liar and the buffoon” and coming to the laws enacted by
the Legislative Assembly of 1875–1876, especially the burial and incestuous marriage acts. he says: “I
will conclude the answer, then, with saying that if in the opinion of G. G. Smith, the laws in question
are progressive under a territorial government; in the eyes of men less prejudiced and less fanatical,
these laws will brand upon the foreheads of their authors an indelible mark of infamy never to
be a e rased during all time.” Every body here away, of course, laughs, and none more than old
Catholics, over their impotent rage, and over what some of them term the “cutting off of the Stole
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fees.” The marriage and burial laws of two years ago, be the truth recorded, were measures arising
distinctivly from the long and unsatisfactory experience of the native and Catholic population, were
measures by them alone suggested, and not suggested in the Governor's message as it happened,
and were by them enacted into laws in the face of the direct opposition of the Jesuits and other
foreign priesthood. A recent letter from Taos to the New Mexican, written by “A Catholic” declared
the law prohibiting the burial in churches a wholesome law. The ground in the churches has been
in many cases repeatedly dug over and the casting out of human bones is a common occurrence.
“A Catholic” cites one case in his vicinity where a burial was ordered in the church, and upon digging
the grave it crossed that of another. The remains of the occupant had not been so long deposited
but that it was plainly manifest they were those of a woman. To continue the digging would be to
cut the woman in two, and the grave digger refused to proceed. Another person with less humanity,
however, completed the grave, and the burial of the last candidate for a place hard by the altar went
on, and of course the “stole fees” flowed in.

WHO DEFEATED THE SCHOOL BILL OF TWO YEARS AGO?

The same priest who placed his “indelible mark of infamy” upon the marriage and burial laws also in
the same pamphlet referring to the defeated public school bill gives the following: Ritch, Smith & Co.
attribute the defeat to the church clergy and they are right. The clergy of Santa Fe especially finding
themselves at the center of operations, could direct more effectually the opposition forces and thus
secure a final triumph. It will be said now we oppose all reform in our schools. That would be an
unjustifiable supposition. We know very well there are many of our schools in a pitiable condition.
But is there any probability of remedying the evil by excluding all religious teaching? Who believes
that? What do they lack to make them good? Good teachers, good buildings, and everything else
necessary to a well ordered school. And it is desired to make us believe that to procure all this it is
necessary to exclude from them (public schools) the Catholic faith and religious practices followed
up to the present.”

CONTEND FOR THE CASTILLIAN TONGUE “WITH ALL THE COURAGE OF OUR SOUL.”

In a vein of mutual admiration, with a lesser print of the same stripe, the chief Jesuit pri es n t
(January 13, 1877,) says: “Identical interests unite us, we fight for the same cause—the intellectual
and moral progress, and the material welfare of the illustrious sons of Castile, happy to find
ourselves under the protection of a government, the fundamental constitution of which is a pledge
of order and prosperity. We desire only to avail ourselves of the advantage which we derive from
its protection without loosing those which we enjoyed before the Union. Religion and its free
exercise, a heritage which we prize more than our beings, the language of the country, the majestic,
rich and sonorous Castilian tongue, the native customs and virtues, * * and which remain yet
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profoundly impressed upon the Mexican character, are the blessings for the preservations of which
it is necessary to contend with all the courage of our souls.”

BE MEXICANS.

In January last the same print with a view to inducing certain church actions in the Legislature spoke
as follows: “Let old quarrels then disappear. What is there about Democrats or Republicans? Be
Mexicans! * * * But we say be Mexicans; that is to say let your policy be union in all that which may
be necessary for the development of the inherent interests of the country. So long as you shall
be united you will govern, divided you will be governed; and governed not alone by the American
portion in the Territory, but also by a few adventurers that over you and over the Americans will
extend their usurping hand.”

And now a final quotation: “The United States where protestant influence has prevailed is beginning
to reveal what it is and what it is worth, what its morality and public management.” By this I presume
we are to understand, as an illustration, the vicious condition of Protestant Colorado, which was
a howling wilderness less than a quarter of a century ago as compared with the virtuous New
Mexico of three centuries under the civil and clerical Jesuitism as exemplified under Spain and
Mexico. We quote further: “The acts we hear referred to every day, shame all those who still
possess an honorable sentiment and excites a fear that things are rather going from bad to worse
and so much cause the nation's destruction.” * * * “In proportion as legislative acts have been
inspired by Protestantism, so much more have they departed from truth, justice and order. Laws
have been pronounced progressive, which are nothing but lesser evils in certain circumstances.
The civil toleration of all sects, destroying the rights of God over nations and individuals, have
made an abstraction of religion and even eliminated it from the schools; have taken away the
principles of morality and honesty, and reduced to a mere decency and exterior conventionality.”
* * * “Suppressed parental authority over children by a system of forced instructions, and any
idea of religion and religious sentiments among the people by substituting for works of Christian
charity, asylums for the poor, for the sick and houses of philanthropy, by equalizing holy things and
ecclesiastical persons with those of the people, have destroyed the rights of individual s families and
communities, and sentiment of patriotism, by centralizing everything in the abstract name of the
State, which has substituted them, have proclaimed the SUPREMACY OF THE CIVIL LAW over religion,
the State over the church, and the government over God. * * * Taken altogether, it is nothing but
an infernal commotion against Christ and His church, a sign of the last and complete apostacy of all
nations of the evil days preceding the coming of Anti-Christ.”
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And all this we copy from the same print which, only a few months later, was “happy to find
ourselves under the protection of a government the fundamental constitution of which is a pledge of
order and prosperity.” Oh! “Neapolitan adventurers!” Oh! consistency! etc., etc.

Extracts in the same vein and in a greater variety could be extended indefinitely. Enough for one
reading from this source, certainly.

IN CONCLUSION, and to disabuse his Jesuit reverence of any suspicion that may still be clinging to
him that I fear to meet what he names a “challenge;” I will say that while I have no hankering for
controversy with organized hypocrisy, I will not, after he has cleared his “beloved” brethren from
their un-American record herein truthfully recorded, shrink from measuring inky shafts with Jesuit
Finotti, over methods in New Mexico, to any extent The Tribune, or any other secular journal of
respectability and equal circulation, may be disposed to lend their columns. I do not mean by this
mere assertion and bandying of words, but a straight wrestling with actual past and present facts.

It would be in our judgment just what New Mexico needs. W. G. Ritch.


